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DISRUPTION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE
M.O.A.T provides funders, implementing agents and managers with real-time, verifiable daily evidence of in-field productivity:
Combines manual and bio-metric time clocking systems that also utilise photographic proof which is geolocated and
time/date stamped; monitoring staff attendance and preparing scheduled time-sheets.
Provides production-driven Contractors with a management tool to develop, professionalise and grow their businesses.
Scheduled health, safety and plant/equipment/vehicle inspections for daily reports.

A verifiable logbook is kept through photographs and manual input of the odometer reading at the beginning and end of the
day’s work ensuring payments for legitimate travel claims.
The system verifies that all workers have full PPE, first aid and safety gear as required by the contract and the BCEA.
Protects Beneficiaries/ employees from cost cutting efforts aimed at reduced PPE and ensures they receive their fair wages.
Exportable data for customised reports.
Contractors/team leaders can manage lost or damaged PPE / equipment / chemicals / assets based on daily reports.

Daily tasks and outputs are verified by the contractor/team leader through fixed point photography and tracking boundaries.
Reports sightings of rare species, important for biodiversity reports; these are collected on site and captured daily.
Basic HIRA reporting.
Provides contractors with task and specification reminders (such as mixing chemicals correctly) with daily inventory controls.
The M.O.A.T System is modular and adaptable and can easily be expanded to include client-specific requirements.
Modules currently being explored include; a manager’s app for Monitoring, Evaluation and Verification, APIs to national
databases such as Home Affairs and eNATIS and integration with M.O.A.T’s partner project management system.
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CHAPTER 1 – Downloading the application and admin access.
At the moment M.O.A.T is an android only application which can be found on the Google Playstore under the mother
application called Working in Time (WIT).
1.

Download and install.
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.workingintime.app

2. Admin control can be accessed from two places, within the application on the mobile device, or via the web.
http://www.cshaka.com/index.php
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CHAPTER 2 – Registration for private and business use.
1.

Start the application which opens the login screen, and for first time users follow instruction (a), (b) and (c),
otherwise use your login details to login to the system.
a. If you are part of an already registered company then use login details that they supply you,
otherwise;
b. New user signup – follow instructions presented in the signup process.
c. Login to system.

2. If the purpose is to register a new company, then once logged into the system go to the administration area
and register a new business entity, once setting up the company is complete it will require that you logout
and back in again before the company use is available.
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CHAPTER 3 - Use of the admin area within the application.
The order explained in this chapter for administration is not the order of functions as set out in the application, this
will be changed within the application to follow the correct procedure.
1.

Select Admin from within the Application.

2. Manage People Function is where you will Input all staff and register their fingerprints and roles.
a. Add People allows you to input all staff that will be incorporated into your projects, you can also add
people through the Manage People Menu in the app or if using the backend console import your entire
beneficiary list, while also allowing you to edit people profile who are already registered on the system.
It must be noted that each staff member will still need to have their fingerprints and photos registered
on the system, the Manage People Menu gives you a quick view as to who has had pictures and finger
prints registered as shown below in the Green circles. As seen in the Yellow circle the image shows no
photo and no finger print.

If you choose to register the individuals finger print and photo you can select the edit icon (pen at
the right side of each profile this will open the profile as shown on the next page, the finger print and
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photo menus allow you to do this. If you wish, you are able to register all 10 fingers. It is important to
use the SAVE button after registering fingerprints or photos.

b. List Managers allows you to set managers who will be able to sign off on job cards (contracts/work).
c. List Admins allows you to set people as system administrators who are able to edit and modify data.
d. Once staff are setup in (a) above, one can use the function Assign Role to assign staff to positions set
out in (b) and (c) above.

3. Manage Teams will allow you to assign staff to different teams along with their team leads and managers.
4. Manage Customers function allows you to setup all customers with contact details and location of their
offices.
5. Manage Suppliers function allows you to setup sub-contractors or suppliers of services, this will allow you to
allocate job cards (contracts) to specific suppliers.
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6. Manage Sites function allows you to setup all project sites.
7. Manage Containers allows you to set container sizes that will be used when mixing chemicals.
8. Manage Chemicals allows you to setup all chemicals and the respective mixture amounts and how it is
measured, (ml, L, bags, KG, T), based on selected container sizes to be used in three list categories.
a. Once setting up main chemical (eg. Garlon 480EC) allocate it to list 1.
b. Adjuvants such as wetting/sticking/penetration agents (eg. Actipron Supa) allocate to list 2.
c. Dyes can be allocated to list 3.
9. Manage Vehicles allows you to setup vehicles to be used with drivers.
10. Manage Task Activities allows you to set sub-activities for contracts or specific observations or incidents that
a team should report in the field. The use of this function is found within the applications start screen, Clock

function

, Clock Task

.

11. Manage Job Cards (Contracts) allows you to setup all contracts for the project and the allocate them as and
when it is required.
12. There are two functions that are presently dormant and will be activated as the modules are completed, that
is Manage Asset Tags for RFID/Barcode/etc tags and Manage Devices which will allow an organization to
register all Bluetooth devices on the system.
13. There is an additional Admin icon for the Vehicles within the start screen of the application which allows for :
a. Vehicle Inspections.
b. Assign Vehicle to Job Cards.
c. Create a fuel log for each vehicle.
The application is now ready to use.

CHAPTER 4 – Using the application.
1.

Once logging into the Application, you are able to set a default module, in this case M.O.A.T will be selected
through the Set Default screen.

Default icon
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2. The Team Manager will now log into the system, and on the main screen proceed to Job Card, click on My Job
Cards, and accept the job card allocated to them.

3. Vehicle Management can be accessed from the Management screen, this will allow the user to keep track of
things like fuel filling and costs, Compulsory Vehicle inspections that will need to be completed as per the
written and signed contract requirements.
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4. The Team Manager will now be able to login to the App through the default button located next to the home
screen, this will open the daily work wizard. When the Team Manager uses the Clock IN button it will date and
time stamp them at work, and the next part of the wizard will be available where he/she will be able to select
the Job Card that is planned to worked on that day, then the vehicle to be logged for the day that is registered
on the job card will become available, you will need to fill in all fields and take all necessary photos before you
will be able to move onto the team clocking.

5. There are a few methods of clocking the staff in on the Team Clock In section,
a. Manual Clock – allows selection of team or individuals to clock in for work/sick/IOD/Toolbox
Talks/Training etc.
b. Clock with Note.
c. Clock with Photo.
d. Fingerprint Clock – uses the biometric reader to clock staff in that are present before using the manual
clock to include staff on training and off sick. It must be noted that each person been booked off sick or
on training should be clocked separately so that a description of the training being attended, or illness
can be put in the note area.
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6. As the only clocking methods needing explanation are the use of the Manual Clocking and Fingerprint Clocking
that is all that will be explained in this manual.
a. Manual Clocking:
When selecting Manual Clock In, you will be taken to a screen that allows you to choose a team or
search for individual people to clock, if you select Team, then only the list of staff registered in the
team will be available through a drop town selection tab. By selecting Search Person you will be able
select all staff available to your company.
Selection through TEAM

Selection through Search Person
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Once the method of staff selection has been made and the staff selected you can move on to the
reason you are clocking the person in manually, this is not needed if the finger print method is
followed, once the clock in reason has been given then a comment must be made, this would be illness,
injury, training description or reason that the fingerprint system is not being used for a normal clocking
on duty.

b. Fingerprint Clocking:
When selecting the fingerprint clocking, you will need to connect your fingerprint reader with the
phone, when connected the state will change to connected. You then use the scan button and place
your finger on the reader, after each person has been clocked the scan button needs to be used again
until all staff are clocked on. The back button on the top left of the screen is then used to go back to
the work flow wizard. If people are on training or off for some reason, then they will need to be clocked
using the manual clocking system.
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7. Safety Check, is required to report the condition of your PPE, Equipment, and First aid Kit. This section will
require the whole team to place all equipment on the mixing Tarp, along with the first aid kit and then present
themselves for a team photo in full PPE.

****Insert Picture of photo requirement. (full team in PPE, Equipment displayed on floor, and first aid kit content)
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8. Once the equipment is checked then the register for the use of Chemicals becomes available, if no herbicide is
to be used you are able to use the blue forward arrow at the top of the screen to move on to the next screen.
If chemicals are been used in the contract then you will be able to select the mix container size and number of
containers being mixed, chemical to be used and the quantity per container (this will have been setup per
available container size by the project manager), the additive to the chemical is selected and quantity, what
colour dye and quantity, and finally who did the mixing. After all that a photo must be taken of the mixed
chemicals.

9. The last step before work starts is that a Start Photo needs to be taken. This allows the manager to show what
the area looked like before the days work started. The photo needs to be a fixed point so a marker is placed
on the ground and the photo taken from that.
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Fig 1.

Fig 2.

Above in Fig 1. the planned work
for the day is marked out on the
supplied map.
Right in Fig 2. The marker is
secured to the ground showing
the point where the photo must
be taken from along with the
direction it is to be taken in, the
finished work photo is taken from
the the same place so the marker
is left there till the end of the day.

Walk Perimeter starts after the days work and from the fixed point used in the start photo, the manager uses the
Walk Perimeter button and then selects Start Perimeter Walk, he/she then walks along the edge of where work was
conducted during the day, when he/she gets back to the start point they use the Stop Perimeter Walk button to
complete the walk. Once stopping the function the MOAT default is used to access the next function.
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Fig 3.

Fig 4.

Above in Fig 3. the planned work
for the day is marked out on the
supplied map.
Right in Fig 2. The marker used
for the start photo is used for the
point to start and end the
perimeter walk, it is also used for
the Finish Photo.

10. The next few functions are in reverse to ones that have already been explained.
11. Finish Photo is taken from the same place and in the same direction as the Start Photo.
12. Equipment Check is to give PPE, Equipment, and First Aid Box status, and comments on anything damaged or
used during the days work.
13. Team Clock Out is same as Team Clock In, although you would clock people off during the day if they were
injured, it is not necessary to clock people off that have been off sick or on training.
14. Vehicle Out is done once the vehicle is parked for the day.
15. Clock out enables the Team manager to clock off.
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CHAPTER 5 - Other Functionality.
There are a few additional functions that will help the projects gather information for reports as well as help the
contractor manage their goals and stand out above the rest.
1.

Vehicles:
In the main menu you are able to use the Vehicle button which displays a number of choices:
a. Choose – allows you to choose a vehicle
b. Inspections – perform an inspection on the vehicle, this is required on a weekly bases for health and
safety and it should preferably be conducted on a Monday.
c. It allows you to book a vehicle in to a job and out of a job.
d. Vehicle issues – is still to be developed
e. Assign to Job Card – allows you to assign a vehicle from a fleet you may own to a specific job card.
f. Services – is still in development but will notify you when a service is due on the vehicle based on your
service intervals and last service conducted.
g. History – still in development and will allow you to check a vehicles history, this will help to mitigate
problems on new vehicles and plan better.
h. Create Vehicle – as it says allows you to register a new vehicle on the system.
i. Manage Vehicles – allow you to edit vehicles and drivers on the system.
j. Fill Up – allows you to keep track of fuel usage and costs.

2. Activities:
In the main menu under the Clock there is an icon called Clock task which will allow the manager to
register a task that has been completed which may or may not be a requirement of the job card, it
could be used to show work above and beyond that which is required.
3. Sightings:
The Sightings button is found in two places, one under the Clock function as set out in 2 above, the
other is in the work wizard used daily, this function allows the manager to report findings in the field,
such as rare species, dangerous animals, visitors to site, water leaks etc.
4. Rainy Day:
The Rainy day button is found in the wizard, and allows the manager to book the team off on a rainy
day where no work is done, if it is a rain interrupted day then the normal clock off procedure is
followed with the comment noting that the days work was interrupted due to rain.
5. Training:
In the event a toolbox talk is to be done during the day, the team can be clocked in and then the
manager selects the Training button, selects the team and ticks all team members present on the
toolbox talk (set under reason), then the toolbox talk description is placed in the comments section.
6. Synching:
In the main menu there is a green Sync button, this can be used to force the phone to send and receive
the days data to and from the database, this should not be necessary to use as the phone updates
every 30 minutes as long as it has cell phone data signal.
**NB: IF THE SYSTEM IS UNINSTALLED FROM YOUR DEVICE AND REINSTALLED FROM THE GOOGLE
STORE, IT CAN TAKE UP TO 5 MINUTES TO SYNC A LARGE DATABASE!!
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A few Notes
Part 2 of this How To guide will focus on the computer web-based
reporting and management system called Cloud Shaka.
These Manuals will be updated as and when changes to the system are
made, any updated manual can be found on:
https://leadassociates.co.za/systems/moat/
Contact :
Tel
:
Email :

Grant Trebble
083 446 1447
grant@leadassociates.co.za
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082 383 5284
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